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Marketing - Some General Principles 

 

Delivering to the market what it demands and at the right time is a precondition for obtaining the best price. 

Introduction 

We have all been to the local market to buy tomatoes or some other crop. We may not speculate about it, 

but economists are likely to call the local vegetable market a “perfect market place” - but for what reasons? 

Well, first of all there are many clients on the look out for good, cheap tomatoes.  Second, there are 

probably several merchants selling tomatoes for as high a price as possible. Third, everybody can here and 

now judge the quality of the tomatoes on their size, colour and appearance. In brief, the quality of the 
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product and the market place is transparent and there is competition among the merchants and also 

among the buyers. So the eagerness to sell and buy will determine the price of the tomatoes.  

Marketing   

The marketing approach and tools described here assume that we are operating in a relatively free market 

economy and aim to help decision makers focus on the market issues. Remember that marketing of any 

organization or product is meant to help raise awareness of the advantages of using the specific product 

and to create a positive attitude towards the supplier. It is e.g. necessary to know the national policies and 

environment in which one operates before drawing up a marketing strategy.  

What about your business? Are you fully aware of which factors in the surroundings are the most important 

ones for your business? Can you influence them?  

Stakeholders  

If you don’t have a monopoly you will not be the only one engaged in promoting and delivering the 

commodities that you want to put on the market, hence it is important to analyze the market for others 

dealing with the same products.  They might turn up to be future customers, competitors or interesting 

partners for collaboration.  

Examples of stakeholders are inter alia:  

o Middlemen 

o Other producers bigger, smaller or your size  

o Industries and companies  

o Wholesalers and retailers 

o Individual buyers  

o Forest and haulage contractors  

The Environment Model 
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Objectives  

Having turned the focus towards marketing and the possibility of creating an income through sales of your 

products it might be relevant to adjust and focus your objectives emphasizing economy and production 

issues e.g. like:  

o Always being able to supply the market with quality 

o Always being able to supply the market with attractive quantities 

o Always being able to supply just in time 

o Always being willing to respond quickly to new demands 

o ……...  

Product mix 

This is what you actually offer to your customers or the market. In the case of a farmer it could be products 

like: Tomatoes, maze, rice, bananas, pulp wood, fire wood …………. 

Description and definition of the product mix is the first major input needed to decide where to allocate 

your marketing efforts.  

 

Your product mix is the actual commodities that you put on the market.  
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Market assessment 

Market size. It is important to have a reliable idea of how big the market is. That means how big is the 

consumption of exactly your products. The market size depends inter alia on your capacity to deliver over 

distances. If geography has no influence in theory the world market is open to you.  

Competitors. Knowledge about your competitors is crucial. How do their products differ from yours? Are 

they big or small producers? Can they sell at prices different from yours? 

Possible partners. If you do not have your own means of transportation an obvious partner for you could be 

some capable of bringing your products to where the customers gather. Other producer could be partners. 

If you deliver jointly your quantities are much bigger and you might be able to influence the price better. 

When ever you identify some one, an enterprise that could ad value to your product or strengthen your 

bargaining position towards the buyers, considers them potential partners. 

Customers. Knowing or having a good idea about the customer’s wants and needs is a precondition for 

making your product attractive to them. Knowing about their quantity, purchasing behavior and physical 

location helps you estimate the size of the market. 

Actual Potential Market. All though the world market in theory is open to every body. For most producers it 

is not an option. Focus on the market that you posses the skills and ability to reach and consider this your 

potential market at which you address your marketing efforts. 

Analytic tools 

SWOT Analysis  

This analysis is used to clarify the Strengths and Weaknesses within your business and  

the Opportunities and Threats in the surroundings. 

The correct approach could be:  

o List areas where your business has special advantages  S 

o Name fields in which your business can improve its efforts  W 

o Suggest positive trends influencing the future of your  business  O 

o Suggest negative trends influencing the future of your business  T 
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An example: 

Strength: 

o ……… 

o …….. 

o ……… 

 

 

 

Weaknesses: 

 …. 

 …. 

 …… 

 …….. 

 ……. 

 

Opportunities: 

 …. 

 …… 

 … 

 …. 

 

Threats: 

o …… 

o …… 

o ….. 

 

 

The Boston Consulting Group Approach (Boston-model)  

The Boston-model is a business portfolio evaluation model used to identify the position of you business or 

products on the markets. Once identified and described you are in a better position to decide how 

marketing funds might be used in the best way.  

All products have to be described according to their relative market share and available information on the 

annual market growth rate.  

The market growth rate expresses the attractiveness of the market. A growth rate of 10% and above is 

considered high.  

Relative market share refers to market shares relative to the largest competitors. It serves as a measure of 

strength on the relevant market. A relative market share of 0.1 means that the sales volume of one specific 

product is only 10% of its largest competitors.  

Relative market share:  Market share / Market share of largest competitor  
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Boston Model 

Market growth rate 

Stars 

20% 

18%               

16%               PRODUCTS 
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PRODUCTS 
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5% 

                    PRODUCTS 

1% 
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                      PRODUCTS 

 

 

                                 10X                                                               1X                                        0.1X 

Relative market share 

 Question marks are products operating in high-growth markets but with  

relatively low market shares. Most products start off as question marks. They  

have recently been introduced to the markets and the turnover is still low.  

They are money consuming and require a lot of investment in marketing just  

to keep the relatively modest market share stable and even more to develop it.  

If you are successful in introducing a new product (Question Mark) into the  

market, it might turn into a Star.  

 A star is the market leader in a high-growth market. However, this does not  

mean that the star produces a positive cash flow. It is necessary to spend  

substantial funds to keep up with the high market growth and fight off compe- 

titors’ attacks. Stars are usually profitable and become future Cash Cows.  

 When the market growth rate declines substantially (to less than 5%) the Star  

becomes a Cash Cow, if it still has the largest relative market share. The  

product is well known on the market, sales are stable and contribution to profit  

is high. A Cash Cow requires less investment in marketing.  
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 Dogs are products on markets with a low growth rate and they have a weak  

market share. They typically generate low profits or losses. One should  

consider whether it is worth holding on to these products for good reasons  

such as expected turn-over in the market growth rate or not. Dogs often  

consume more management time than they are worth and need to be phased  

down or out.  

 

Further processing of your product is the most common way to ad value to it. 

The McKinsey-model  

If sufficient information on market growth rate and competitors’ market share are not available the Boston-

model could be difficult to use.  

Another portfolio model, the McKinsey-model, could then be used to evaluate products. The model 

demands reliable judgment of:  

 Attractiveness of the market - which means size, growth, customers, competition, complexity, 

profitability, etc. 

 Your business’ strength and power in competition.  

In the model below strategies for development of the products are placed depending on their position 

measured according to the two dimensions - attractiveness of the market and strength on the market.  
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McKinsey-model 

Attractiveness of the market 

 Low Medium High 

High Secure position Invest Invest 

Medium Phase out Secure position Invest 

Low Phase out Phase out Secure position 

Strengths on the market 

Marketing strategies 

If your business is in a phase of introduction to the markets or in the beginning of the growth phase, thus it 

is necessary to investigate possibilities of further development. Ansoff’s Growth-matrix might be relevant in 

this case.  

 Ansoff’s Growth-matrix  

In this model growth strategies are placed according to the combination of four marketing options: 

Marketing on existing or new markets and marketing of existing or new products.  

 Market penetration is a strategy based on a wish to enlarge market shares for existing products, 

which could be done by conquering market shares from competitors, encouraging well-known 

customers to expand consumption or by finding new customers. For most businesses in the phase 

of introduction to market, this strategy will be the most logical choice.  

 Market development is a strategy based on a wish to open new markets for existing products.  This 

could be done by expanding operations geographically (go into export or establish sales in more 

remote regions), seeking for new customer segments or introducing new sales forms. Businesses 

well established on the markets and in the middle of the growth phase will choose this strategy to 

secure further expansion.  

 Product development is a strategy based on introduction of new products to existing markets. 

Product development could be simply new commodities or better packing, information about the 

product and services available.  

 Diversification is a strategy based on the idea of obtaining synergy by opening brand new 

operations and is often done by buying another company operating on a related market.  
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 Existing products New Products 

Existing 

Markets 

 

MARKET PENETRATION 

 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

New 

Markets 

 

MARKET DEVELOPMENT 

 

DIVERSIFICATION 

 

When it is assumed that the market is growing and if one has paid only little attention to marketing, it is 

relevant to look at the choice between four different introductory marketing strategies using different 

combinations of price policy and promotion effort.  

Skimming and penetration 

 High promotion Low promotion 

 

High price 

RAPID 

SKIMMING 

STRATEGIES 

SLOW 

SKIMMING 

STRATEGIES 

 

Low Price 

RAPID 

PENETRATION  

STRATEGIES 

SLOW 

PENETRATION 

STRATEGIES 

 

 Skimming is a choice of trying to investigate the market for a new product by introducing it at a 

high price aiming at the most price inelastic customers (skimming the cream of the market). 

Advertising and sales would be limited to specific targets, thus distribution would also be selective.  

 Market penetration is ways to increase the market share of the businesses current products 

without opening new markets.  Advertising and sales would concentrate on inspiring already 

known customers to buy more and raise awareness your products amongst new potential 

customers.  

Pull or Push Strategy 

There are two ways of allocating marketing activities:  

Using the Pull Strategy marketing activities should concentrate on the end users trying to create 

requirements for your products. The demand from the end users will then pull the products through the 

distribution chain.  
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Using the Push Strategy you will address your marketing activities against intermediaries (middlemen or 

dealers) and literally try to push the products through the distribution chain to the end users.  

If markets and distribution systems are not very transparent and only weakly organized, the best way to 

increase sales through marketing activities will be the use of a Pull Strategy.  

Pull Strategy  

 

Producer 

 

Demand 

 

Intermediaries 

 

Demand 

 

End user 

 

 

Marketing activities 

 

Push strategy 

 

Producer 

 

Demand 

 

Intermediaries 

 

Demand 

 

End user 

 

 

                                  Marketing activities 

Marketing mix 

The use of various parameters in marketing is called the marketing mix. There are at least five parameters, 

the so-called five Ps.  

1. Product 

2. Price 

3. Place 

4. Promotion 

5. People 

 The product is in fact more than just the thing e.g. seed, it is what the customer receives. Seed is 

the core product. In order to deliver it in proper condition it has to be packed in sacks which could 

be reused by the customer and valued as such, and not only as wrapping. Seeds and packing 
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together are called the formal product. It is always recommended to add information on handling 

of the specific seed lot to the consignment. After sales service like visiting customers, quick follow-

up on complaints, additional advices on seed treatment, etc. is also part of the product. Altogether 

seed, packing, information on handling and after sales service are called the expanded product.  

 Price is not only considered to be the amount of money the customer has to pay according to the 

price list. Price is an important parameter in marketing. Important customers might get deductions 

or favorable conditions of payment. Customers who only buy small quantities might have to pay 

extra for delivery on location and so forth.   

 Place is another word for distribution. It is of utmost importance that the customer has easy access 

to the commodity. Normally, one distinguishes between direct distribution and indirect distribution 

by middlemen.  If one is not able to have a sales outlet in every major town, it should be considered 

to distribute partly through dealers. Distribution is mainly a matter of communication. The 

customers have to know where and how to purchase e.g. seed.  

This leads directly to the fourth parameter, which for many is the synthesis of marketing, namely 

promotion.  

 Promotion is:  

o Advertising in newspapers, journals and magazines. Commercials in cinemas and television.  

o Radio spots, which in developing countries are often very effective.  

o Brochures mailed to selected segments of potential and existing customers. Posters on buses 

     or logos on spare wheel covers. A way of spreading the message widely.  

o Public Relations.  

The purpose of promotion is the creation of additional sales. When communicating with potential 

customers be aware of the four principal steps of the process leading to actual buying. First it is necessary 

to get the customer’s Attention, secondly to create Interest in the product, thirdly to cause a Desire for 

purchasing the product, and lastly to secure Action in the actual ordering of seed. This communication 

description is called the AIDA model.  

Have these four steps of the communication process in mind when advertisements, radio spots, brochures, 

etc. are made. Communication is a question of sending the right message to the right receiver, and to make 

sure that no information is lost in the process or misunderstood when it reaches the customer.  

It is often a good investment to seek professional assistance.  

Public Relations (PR) is a way of creating awareness of your business and it’s products without paying many 

direct costs except for those related to the manpower used to produce the materials and to identify the 

most appropriate channels for PR.  
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Examples of PR are articles in scientific magazines or interviews given to the radio or a newspaper. Press 

releases whenever there is something of importance to tell about activities or products are a common way 

of promotion. Be aware  of  the  risks  when  you  are  dealing  with  the  media.  Do not expose 

weaknesses, if any. Bad publicity is worse than no publicity. Statistics show that it takes more than ten 

successes to eradicate one failure. When you do not pay for the publicity, you are normally not entitled to 

decide any details about it.  

People are all staff from the unskilled labour to the manager. It is the basic resource of any business 

operation and the better qualified and motivated the staffs are the better are the chances of a successful 

development. Internal training, seminars and a positive attitude to changes and suggestions from all labour 

groups are necessary in order to increase competence. Common knowledge and recognition of goals from a 

highly motivated staff will increase sales. All sales of products should to some degree be accompanied by 

personal service.  

The five Ps are in fact the basic tool kit of marketing. The appropriate use of the marketing mix in 

combination with the choice of the right strategy is the real art of marketing.  

 

Bringing products to the customers is often costly and time consuming. It has to be reflected in the consumer price. 
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Marketing Action Plan 

Having chosen a strategy and decided the marketing mix - the set of tools that you would use to pursue 

your marketing objectives in the target market - you need to allocate the necessary resources to marketing 

and make a Plan of Implementation. This plan, which is normally yearly, is called the Marketing Action Plan 

must as a minimum address the following topics: 

o Actions to be taken 

o Persons in charge hereof 

o Timing – start and finishing of actions 

o Objectives – what is expected to be achieved by the actions 

o Estimated costs of actions 

Author: Karsten Raae, Danish Forestry Extension 
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